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APL’s Young Professionals Network Looks toward 
the Lab’s Centennial

Katrina A. Magalotti

ABSTRACT
This article and the illustrations that follow highlight what members of APL’s Young Profession-
als Network (YPN) think the Lab might look like when it reaches its centennial. YPN aims to help 
early-career staff members build community and develop their careers, while giving them the 
opportunity to help shape the future of the Lab by providing input on APL leadership’s strategic 
planning directions. Today’s YPN members will be at the height of their careers—and possibly 
APL’s leaders—in 2042, so their insights are especially valuable.

INTRODUCTION
Through discussion and a follow-on survey, members 

of APL’s Young Professionals Network (YPN) consid-
ered what the Lab might look like at its centennial in 
2042. They predicted the technologies and disciplines 
that might become more prominent—including seem-
ingly disparate disciplines that might come together in 
a game-changing combination toward the Lab’s next 
defining innovations. They considered which sponsors 
the Lab might be working with. They suggested new 
mission areas the Lab might establish. And they offered 
ideas about how the Lab will position itself to realize its 
Centennial Vision.

CHANGING TECHNICAL FOCUS AREAS, 
TECHNOLOGIES, AND SPONSORS 

There was consensus that artificial intelligence/
machine learning (AI/ML), space, and climate change/
environment/energy will drive APL’s technical focus over 
the next two decades. When asked which disciplines 

might come together to contribute to the Lab’s next 
defining innovations, nearly 60% of respondents iden-
tified AI/ML as one of the pair. YPN members predict 
that AI/ML will permeate just about everything the Lab 
does by 2042. In the space and climate domains, they 
envision the Lab growing its work in SmallSat engineer-
ing and possibly even in extraterrestrial biology and con-
tributing to ongoing and future humanitarian efforts to 
assist in solving problems related to climate change.

When considering which sponsors the Lab might be 
working with in 2042, YPN respondents picked defense-
related entities most frequently, with NASA coming in 
second. While some YPN members hope the Lab will 
expand its work supporting the Air Force such that it 
rivals APL’s current support of the Navy, many hope 
that by 2042 the Lab will have delved further into health 
care and environmental initiatives. Examples men-
tioned include expanding robotic health care programs; 
assisting in finding cures for disease; and working toward 
renewable energy and sustainable technology. YPN 
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members hope that solving humanitarian challenges, 
such as those related to pandemics and disasters, pov-
erty, food shortages, and social inequalities, will make up 
at least 20% of APL’s funded work by 2042. The remain-
ing 80% could be broken down into 30% civil space and 
50% military efforts.

When asked to identify new mission areas the Lab 
might stand up by 2042, similar themes emerged. A 
quarter of respondents pointed to a climate/energy/
environment-related mission area, with one noting that 
“climate change isn’t just a threat to the environment, 
but a threat to the economy, political stability, and 
national security.” While they hope work to solve global 
challenges will extend throughout all APL’s depart-
ments and sectors, some wonder whether the Research 
and Exploratory Development Department will expand 
dramatically to focus solely on tackling these challenges.

APL’S NEXT DEFINING INNOVATION
Similar themes surfaced when YPN members 

offered projections about APL’s next defining innova-
tion. Most respondents targeted AI/ML, autonomy, 
the environment/climate, and space, and the major-
ity predicted that the Lab will achieve its next defin-
ing innovation within 5–10 years. Some specific ideas 
include trustworthy AI, using machine learning to 
assist in human decision-making, autonomous frame-
work detection, automated discovery of fundamental 
mechanistic relationships (in dynamical systems terms) 
via machine learning techniques, brain–computer inter-
faces, a discovery in the field of environmental conserva-
tion, green technologies/sustainability, and a discovery 
in space exploration.

YPN members delved more deeply into autonomy 
in particular, considering which tasks robots and 
machines might be helping sponsors with the most by 
2042. Tasks that are dangerous or performed in austere 
environments received the most votes, with examples 
including warfare, explosive ordnance device detection 
and disposal, and operations in areas with high radia-
tion or pollution. 

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
YPN members considered how the Lab will position 

itself to achieve its next defining innovations. From the 
many ideas, a few strong themes emerged—namely, that 
APL will continue to assess and enhance its culture 
and environment. YPN members pointed to continued 
expansion of diversity and inclusion initiatives, as well 

as enhancements to employee benefits, the workplace 
environment, and innovation and collaboration prac-
tices and tools.

When asked to choose three words that describe 
APL in 2021, YPN members overwhelmingly focused on 
innovation, with forms of the word appearing in more 
than half of responses. Several YPN members also chose 
forms of the word collaboration, as well as advanced. Trip-
lets include innovative, fun, collaborative; smart, impact-
ful, innovative; driven, dedicated, diverse; and visionary, 
advanced, protectors. When identifying three words they 
think will describe APL at its centennial, again a major-
ity responded with forms of the word innovation. Several 
also chose cutting-edge, agile, impactful, and renowned 
or excellent.

CONCLUSION
However APL changes, it will continue to make criti-

cal contributions to existing and future critical chal-
lenges. YPN members look forward to seeing what comes 
into actuality at APL’s 100th anniversary, knowing they 
will be proud to be part of it. As one respondent said 
when choosing three words to describe the Lab in 2042, 
APL’s story has “only just begun.”
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chosen by YPN members
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Which sponsors do you
see the Lab working with 

the most by its 100th 
anniversary?
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“I envision an 
increase in work
with soft power

sponsors.”

Only just begun
– Three words a YPN member
    used to describe APL at 100
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disciplines
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more
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at APL in the 
next 20 years?
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What do you see as the Lab's next defining innovation?
How long do you think it will take to get there?

• Battery proficiencies

• Evidence-based governance

• New communications tech

• Investment analysis

Additional
categories
mentioned

Autonomy

Quantum computing

Genetic engineering

Brain –computer interfaces

Influence operations

Cyber

Space

Materials

XR technologies

Advanced simulation

Defense

Homeland security

Health care software

Cost analysis/modeling

Carbon capture

Robotics

Sensors

Micro power systems

AI/ML

Which technologies 
do you see the Lab 
working with the 
most by its 100th 
anniversary?

future
technology

1. Climate/energy/
 environment
2. AI/ML
3. Pandemic/disaster
   prevention and 
 preparedness
4. Genetic
 engineering

Others:
• Health and safety
• Human systems
• Information
   domain

What new mission area do you see the 
Lab establishing in the next 20 years?

mission areas

TO
P4

“The next defining innovation may already exist. It takes time
for the impact of a new innovation to be fully realized.”
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words
describing APL

at 100
Innovative
Excellent
Leader

“Environmental science might come together
with behavioral economics toward addressing
human impacts on our planet.”

Which tasks do you see robots/machines helping 
sponsors with the most by 2042?

Medicine Precision
production

ISR&T SpaceData
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dangerous
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role of autonomy
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Hybrid degrees and seemingly disparate disciplines are increasingly coming together to solve challenges. Choose two 
disciplines that you think will be a game-changing combination and most likely to contribute to new defining 
innovations by APL's 100th anniversary.
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– Words YPN members
chose to describe

APL at 100

Diverse
Forward-looking

Guiding
30–40% Aligned with

US population*
70–80%

31% 23% 13%

di
ve
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ity

What percentage of minorities do you see at 
the Lab at its 100th anniversary?

* By 2044, >50% of Americans will identify as belonging to at least one minority group
   (https://www.census.gov/library/publications/2015/demo/p25-1143.html).

how do we
get there?

Collaboration practices

• More virtual collaboration, better
 tools (AR/VR/XR)

• More interconnected/cross-disciplinary

• Increased collaboration with
 Socially conscious partners
 Geographically diverse teams 

 Industry 
 International partners

Employee benefits

•  Expanded parental  
 leave programs

•  Expanded physical and 
 mental health programs

• Continued emphasis on diversity and
 inclusion, increased sta embracement

• Increased innovation fueled by diverse teams

• Continual assessment of
 hiring practices

Workplace
culture

• Increased use of AI to handle routine tasks

• Climate-friendly changes—e.g., composting 
 system and supply reuse system

• Campus enhancements
  Improved mobility options

  Increased access to outdoor and indoor green areas
  Spaces for collaboration and for reenergizing

Workplace
environment
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